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CONSPECTUS: Metal chalcogenide quantum dots (QDs) are prized for their
unique and functional properties, associated with both intrinsic (quantum
confinement) and extrinsic (high surface area) effects, as dictated by their size,
shape, and surface characteristics. Thus, they have considerable promise for
diverse applications, including energy conversion (thermoelectrics and photo-
voltaics), photocatalysis, and sensing. QD gels are macroscopic porous
structures consisting of interconnected QDs and pore networks in which the
pores may be filled with solvent (i.e., wet gels) or air (i.e., aerogels). QD gels are
unique because they can be prepared as macroscale objects while fully retaining
the size-specific quantum-confined properties of the initial QD building blocks.
The extensive porosity of the gels also ensures that each QD in the gel network
is accessible to the ambient, leading to high performance in applications that
require high surface areas, such as (photo)catalysis and sensing.
Metal chalcogenide QD gels are conventionally prepared by chemical approaches. We recently expanded the toolbox for QD gel
synthesis by developing electrochemical gelation methods. Relative to conventional chemical oxidation approaches, electrochemical
assembly of QDs (1) enables the use of two additional levers for tuning the QD assembly process and gel structure: electrode
material and potential, and (2) allows direct gel formation on device substrates to simplify device fabrication and improve
reproducibility. We have discovered two distinct electrochemical gelation methods, each of which enables the direct writing of gels
on an active electrode surface or the formation of free-standing monoliths. Oxidative electrogelation of QDs leads to assemblies
bridged by dichalcogenide (covalent) linkers, whereas metal-mediated electrogelation proceeds via electrodissolution of active metal
electrodes to produce free ions that link QDs by binding to pendant carboxylate functionalities on surface ligands (non-covalent
linkers). We further demonstrated that the electrogel composition produced from the covalent assembly could be modified by
controlled ion exchange to form single-ion decorated bimetallic QD gels, a new category of materials. The QD gels exhibit
unprecedented performance for NO2 gas sensing and unique photocatalytic reactivities (e.g., the “cyano dance” isomerization and
the reductive ring-opening arylation). The chemistry unveiled during the development of electrochemical gelation pathways for QDs
and their post-modification has broad implications for guiding the design of new nanoparticle assembly strategies and QD gel-based
gas sensors and catalysts.
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Shafikova, A.; Nikolla, E.; Mao, G.; Brock, S. L.;
Zhang, L.; Luo, L. Atomically dispersed Pb ionic sites
in PbCdSe quantum dot gels enhance room-temperature
NO2 sensing. Nat. Commun. 2021, 12, 4895.3 Pb(II)
cation-exchange of CdSe gels deposited electrochemically by
oxidation-induced assembly produces bimetallic PbCdSe
quantum dot gels containing atomically dispersed Pb ionic
sites, resulting in enhanced NO2 sensing due to the optimal
combination of strong sensor response and fast recovery.

• Liu, D.; Nyakuchena, J.; Maity, R.; Geng, X.; Mahajan,
J.; Hewa-Rahinduwage, C. C.; Peng, Y.; Huang, J.; Luo,
L. Quantum Dot Gels as Efficient and Unique
Photocatalysts for Organic Synthesis. Chem. Commun.
2022, 58, 11260−11263.4 CdS quantum dot gels are
demonstrated to be highly ef f icient and unique photo-
catalysts for organic synthesis relative to CdS QDs because
of the high accessibility of its surface sites to the substrates
and unique surface interactions with the substrates or
intermediates.

■ INTRODUCTION
Metal chalcogenide (sulfide, selenide, and telluride) semi-
conductors exhibit a range of properties that lend themselves
to existing and potential applications in energy storage,
photovoltaics, catalysis, and sensing. Due to quantum confine-

ment effects, the electrooptical properties of metal chalcoge-
nides can be tuned by limiting their size in one or more
dimensions to be smaller than the Bohr exciton radius, which
ranges from a few nm to a few 10s of nm, depending on the
chemical composition and the dimensionality of the confine-
ment (3-D, 2-D, 1-D). Thus, the bandgap can be modified to
facilitate optical absorption for, e.g., the solar spectrum
(photovoltaics, photocatalysis) or optical emission for light-
emitting diodes, with the largest tunability achieved for 3-D
confined systems: quantum dots (QDs). Moreover, because of
their finite sizes, QDs have large surface/volume ratios relative
to bulk systems, which makes them advantageous for
applications that benefit from large surface areas, including
catalysis and sensing. While surface areas are theoretically
maximized in such dispersions, disruption of electrostatic
forces can lead to uncontrolled aggregation. The use of bulky
surface ligands confers excellent stability in this regard, but
limits access of molecules to the active surface. Regardless of
the dispersion forces’ nature, separating particles limits
interparticle communication via carrier transport pathways.
One approach to designing stable colloidal systems with robust
transport pathways and large surface areas is to aggregate them
in a controlled fashion, leading to a macroscale gel with a
three-dimensionally connected matter−pore network that
preserves the quantum confinement characteristics of the
components while enabling electronic/ionic communication
and maximizing the exposure of active surface sites to the

Figure 1. Electrogelation of CdS QDs. a, Schematic of the reversible electrogelation mechanism for CdS QDs. b, CdS gel growth on a Pt wire
electrode as a function of electrogelation time at an electrode potential of 1.2 V vs Ag/AgCl/sat. KCl electrode. c−e, Low-magnification STEM and
TEM images of CdS QDs, wet gel, and aerogel, respectively. The insets show their corresponding photographs. Insets in panel e show a free-
standing CdS aerogel under ultraviolet (top) and normal light (bottom). f−h, High-resolution STEM images of CdS QDs, wet gel, and aerogel,
respectively. Crystallites in the gel are color-coded according to their lattice fringes. Reproduced with permission from ref 1. Copyright 2020
American Chemical Society.
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environment.5−7 In such a case, the nature of the interparticle
interfaces (covalent or non-covalent) is an essential contrib-
utor to the functional properties of the gel.

Covalent attachment can occur via an oxidative process that
results in gel structures linked by embedded dichalcogenide
linkers (static) or dynamic covalent linkers that bridge pendant
groups on the surface ligands of the nanoparticles.8−10 The first
report of a QD gel produced by chemical oxidation was by
Gacoin et al., who reported that oxidation of thiolate-capped
CdS QDs produced a gel that maintained the quantum
confinement properties of the primary particles. They also
proposed a mechanism whereby oxidation of surface thiolates
leads to irreversible loss of surface ligands as disulfides,
followed by progressive aggregation of naked QDs to minimize
the total surface energy, leading to gelation.11,12 Subsequently,
the Brock lab capitalized on this discovery, demonstrating the
generality of this process across diverse chalcogenide QDs and
the ability to dry monolithic wet gels, without loss of porosity,
by supercritical processing into aerogels. Brock also clarified
the mechanism of oxidative assembly, which does not occur by
simple aggregation of deprotected QDs, but rather is driven by
oxidation of exposed lattice chalcogenide ions that results in
the formation of dichalcogenide bonds between particles.10

These embedded linkers can be cleaved by chemical reduction,
producing a sol in which the QDs have all decreased modestly
in size, in keeping with a gelation mechanism that is not truly
reversible, as the process of gelation and re-dispersion etches
off a surface layer of metal chalcogenide with each cycle.
Despite susceptibility to reductive dispersion, the gel network
is robust for electrical transport, with electrical conductivities
of 10−3 S/cm and photocurrent densities of ∼200 μA/cm2

reported for CdSe QD films prepared via oxidative
assembly.13,14

Non-covalent interactions can also be used to drive the
gelation of metal chalcogenide QDs and other nanoparticles. In
this case, control of the repulsive and attractive forces between

colloidal NPs in solution progressively reduces the repulsive
forces (e.g., steric or electrostatic) until they are overcome by
the attractive ones (e.g., van der Waals forces, hydrophobic/
hydrophilic interactions, electrostatic).9 Such control can also
be achieved by crosslinkers such as metal ions,15 polymers,8,16

and dihydrazide/aldehyde pairs,9 or by simply freeze-drying a
colloidal NP solution.17,18 The properties of the assemblies are
highly dependent on the type of non-covalent interaction and
the density of the gels.

In this Account, we discuss our contribution to metal
chalcogenide gel formation using electrochemical methods to
drive covalent or non-covalent assembly, which enables direct
writing on an active electrode surface or formation of free-
standing monoliths, and the application of such materials in
sensing and photocatalysis.1−4,19,20 Relative to conventional
chemical approaches, electrochemical gelation of metal
chalcogenide QDs enables the use of two additional levers
for tuning the assembly process: electrode material and
potential, allowing the controlled synthesis of complicated
gel structures that are challenging to achieve using chemical
means. The current challenges and prospects in this field are
also briefly discussed.

■ ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATIVE GELATION OF
QDs (COVALENT ASSEMBLY)

Based on the prior work by the Brock group revealing the
active role played by chemical oxidants in QD gelation, we
proposed that it should be possible to drive similar oxidative
gelation of QDs electrochemically, particularly because the
formed gel network is electrically conductive, which will enable
the electooxidative gelation process to continue beyond the
gel−electrode interface.1 As proof of principle, we studied
electrogelation of CdS QDs as a model system (Figure 1),
hypothesizing a pathway as shown in Figure 1a (the detailed
mechanism is discussed in the next section). We first
synthesized CdS QDs by standard hot-injection methods

Figure 2. Structural and electronic property characterization of CdS QDs and electrogel. a, Powder X-ray diffraction patterns. The stick diagram
shows the diffraction pattern of hexagonal CdS as a reference. b, UV−visible absorption spectra. c, Tauc plot estimated from UV−vis spectra. d,
Bandgap structure estimated from UV−vis spectra and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy. Reproduced with permission from ref 4. Copyright
2022 Royal Society of Chemistry. e, Photoluminescence spectra. f, Nitrogen adsorption−desorption isotherm (inset: pore size distribution plot).
Reproduced with permission from ref 1. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
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(Figure 1c,f) followed by an exchange with short-chain thiolate
ligands (thioglycolate, TGA). The thiolate groups serve as
oxidatively removable “protecting groups” for the QD.
Thiolate-capped CdS QDs were dispersed in methanol and
subject to electrolysis (Figure 1b). Upon application of a
positive potential on the Pt wire, a pale-yellow translucent wet
gel immediately formed around the anode (Figure 1b). The
microscopic morphology changed from dispersed QDs (Figure
1c,f) to a 3-D pore−matter nanoarchitecture linked by
individual randomly oriented QDs (Figure 1d,g), and the
macroscopic appearance transformed from an (apparently)
homogeneous solution to a monolithic gel (inset, Figure 1c vs
1d). Upon supercritical CO2 drying, the solvent inside the wet
gel was removed, and a free-standing aerogel monolith with
volume (inset, Figure 1e) and microstructure (Figure 1h)
comparable to those of the wet gel was produced. The CdS
QD aerogel exhibits the emissive characteristics of the
component QDs upon excitation with a hand-held ultraviolet
lamp (Figure 1e).

The CdS QDs electrogelation process does not appear to
impact the native structural properties of the QDs or result in
sintering or grain growth; the diffraction pattern (Figure 2a) is
unchanged with respect to peak position and breadth, with the
latter signifying no change in crystallite size, consistent with
the electron microscopy results (Figure 1f−h). However,
despite the QDs now being connected into a 3-D network, the
optical absorption features of the QDs within the assembly
change only modestly, with the electrogels exhibiting a small
red shift in the first exciton absorption peak positions (Figure
2b) and optical bandgap values (Figure 2c). Recent many-
body perturbation theory calculations suggest the minimal
changes in optical properties of QD gels relative to QDs arise
from changes in the transport gap (associated with interparticle

disulfide bond formation) being offset by changes in the
exciton binding energy.21 This is also reflected in the
proportional increase in valence band maximum and
conduction band minimum as estimated from the combination
of UV−vis absorption spectra and ultraviolet photoelectron
spectroscopy measurements (Figure 2d). Similar systematic
energy level shifts are observed during ligand exchange of
QDs,22 reflecting the important effect of surface ligands and
surface structure on the energy levels of the QD. With respect
to photoluminescence, both the gel and QDs are dominated by
trap state emission (Figure 2e) attributed to the increased
probability of non-radiative recombination due to the presence
of substantial surface dangling bonds (traps).6 Critically, the
aerogel produced from the QD electrogel exhibits a large
specific surface area (220 m2/g), which suggests we can access
more than 50% of the total surface area of the QD components
(based on the theoretical surface area for a ∼3 nm spherical
CdS QD). This access is achieved through interconnected
pores with an average diameter of 20.5 nm and cumulative
pore volume of 1.2 cm3/g (Figure 2f).

■ MECHANISM OF ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATIVE
GELATION

To determine the mechanism of electrochemical oxidative
gelation, we investigated the kinetics and thermodynamics of
CdS electrogelation. The electrogelation process, which is
hypothesized to proceed via the transport of charge carriers
through the gel network formed between the electrode surface
and the growth front (Figure 1a), was found to be self-limiting,
consistent with a finite conductivity of the QD gel. Thus, the
gel thickness (d) increased with electrogelation time (t) until
reaching the plateau value (dmax) (Figure 3a). As the gel grew,
the iR drop in the gel reduced the potential on the gel surface

Figure 3. Mechanistic study of electrochemical oxidative gelation. a, Gel thickness (d) vs electrogelation time (t) at different electrode potentials
(E) vs Ag/AgCl/sat. KCl electrode. b, Maximum gel thickness (dmax) vs electrode potential (E). c, Initial growth rate (vd) as a function of E. d,
Linear sweep voltammograms of CdS QDs and CdS QDs supported on carbon (CdS+C). e, Fourier transform infrared spectra of CdS QDs and
gel. f, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy showing the S2p region of CdS QDs and gel. g−i, Reversible electrogelation of CdS, CdSe, and ZnS QDs,
respectively. j, Schematic illustration of electrogelation of CdS QDs. Reproduced with permission from ref 1. Copyright 2020 American Chemical
Society.
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(Esurface < E), eventually terminating gel growth when the gel
became sufficiently thick. The nonlinear relationship between
dmax and E quantitatively agrees with the theoretical prediction
by a simple model considering the iR drop within the gel
(Figure 3b). Self-limited gel growth holds great technological
promise in film-based applications due to convenient control
over film thickness. Furthermore, the initial gel growth rate
(vd) showed a sigmoidal dependence on E (Figure 3c), a

characteristic feature for transitioning from a reaction-kinetics-
limited process to a diffusion-limited one. This enables us to
assign a “standard potential” for CdS QD electrogelation,
estimated to be ∼1.34 V from the half-wave potential (E1/2).

Based on the proposed synthetic pathway for CdS QD
electrogelation (Figure 1a), there should be two electro-
oxidation steps: (1) oxidative removal of TGA from the QD
surface; and (2) disulfide bond formation between QDs.

Figure 4. QD gels for gas sensing. a, Photograph of the experimental setup for the one-step fabrication of a CdS gel sensor via electrogelation of
CdS QDs (left); photographs of a CdS gel sensor (right). b, Response−recovery curve of a CdS gel sensor to NO2 at different concentrations (11−
1760 ppb). c, Comparison to 100 state-of-the-art room-temperature NO2 gas sensors in the literature. d, Calculated differential valence-electron
charge densities of NO2 adsorption on CdS; charge depletion and accumulation are illustrated by orange and cyan regions, respectively. e,
Calculated adsorption energies (left) and charge transfer values (right) for different gases on CdS. f, Response vs NO2 concentration plot of 10
independently prepared CdS gel sensors. Reproduced with permission from ref 1. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. g, Schematic
diagram for synthesizing PbxCd1−xSe QD gels via cation exchange using different Pb(NO3)2 concentrations. h, HAADF-STEM images and
elemental mapping of a Pb0.09Cd0.91Se QD gel. i, Comparison between CdSe, PbSe, and Pb0.09Cd0.91Se QD gels and 110 state-of-the-art room-
temperature p-type NO2 gas sensors in the literature. j, Photographs of our home-built Pb0.09Cd0.91Se QD gel detector (left) and a commercial NO2
detector (right) in response to 10 ppb NO2 at room temperature. k, Readouts of the Pb0.09Cd0.91Se QD gel sensor and the commercial NO2
detector at different NO2 concentrations. Reproduced from ref 3 under the terms of the CC-BY 4.0 license. Copyright 2021 The Authors,
published by Springer Nature.
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Voltammetry experiments (Figure 3d) suggest the correspond-
ing potentials for TGA-capped CdS QDs are 0.8 and 1.2 V,
respectively. Consistent with the proposed mechanism, the
removal of TGA ligands during electrogelation is confirmed by
the weakened bands associated with TGA ligands in the
infrared spectrum (Figure 3e). Likewise, the X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy results showed that the gel surface is S-
rich whereas the QD surface is Cd-rich, consistent with loss of
surface Cd (dissolution) after ligand removal, exposing the
sulfide core (Figure 3f). Finally, as the chemical-oxidation-
induced process is quasi-reversible, so is electrogelation.
Application of a suitable reducing potential led to gel
dispersion, consistent with a mechanism of redox-regulated
QD assembly and supporting the presence of interparticle
disulfide bonds within the gel network (Figures 1a and 3g).
Critically, the process can be translated to other metal
chalcogenide QDs, as shown by application to CdSe and
ZnS QDs in Figure 3h,i. However, the potential required to
achieve electrogelation is sensitive to the chemical nature of
the metal chalcogenide, with CdSe forming gels at lower
potentials and ZnS at higher potentials, relative to CdS. The
decreased potential for CdSe is consistent with more facile
electrooxidation of selenide relative to sulfide and reflects the
thermodynamic redox potentials of the chalcogenide.23 The
requirement of a larger potential for ZnS vs CdS is attributed
to differences in the native structure of the two QDs, with ZnS
preferentially adopting the cubic zinc blende structure and CdS
the hexagonal wurtzite structure.23

Taken together, the data are consistent with a three-step
electrogelation mechanism, as illustrated in Figure 3j: (1) at an
electrode potential >0.8 V, the TGA ligands were oxidatively
removed as the QD collides with the anode; (2) after ligand
removal, the exposed under-coordinated Cd on the QD surface
was solvated and removed, resulting in an S-rich surface; and
(3) at an electrode potential above 1.2 V, surface S was further
oxidized to form disulfide bonds, crosslinking QDs to yield a
gel network. These electrochemical data contribute signifi-
cantly to our understanding of redox-mediated QD assembly
through chemical processes by enabling the redox events to be
distinguished and quantified.

■ ELECTROCHEMICAL GELATION OF QDs
MEDIATED BY METAL IONS (NON-COVALENT
ASSEMBLY)

QD gels prepared from the electrochemical oxidation of QDs
are unstable in reducing environments because the dichalco-
genide bonds that link the particles together can be reductively
cleaved. Thus, we developed a metal-ion-mediated electro-
gelation (ME-gelation) approach complementary to the
electrooxidative gelation method.2 Briefly, we applied a
positive potential to oxidize a metal electrode (for example,
Ni) to release metal ions into the solution containing CdS
QDs capped with ligands featuring pendant carboxylate
groups, e.g., TGA. The coordination of Ni2+ ions by the
carboxylate groups triggers the gel growth around the metal
electrode. The gap between QD building blocks within the
metal-ion-crosslinked QD gel increased when the ligand chain
length was increased from C2 in TGA to C11 in mercapto-
undecanoic acid (MUA), consistent with linked QDs that are
separated by ligand−Ni2+−ligand bonds. The ME-gelation
method is compatible with other metals with low oxidation
potentials, such as Co, Ag, and Zn, and other QDs of CdSe. In
addition, we demonstrated the patterning of QD gels onto

printed circuit board chips using ME-gelation, which has
potential applications for fabricating QD-based electronic
devices such as light-emitting diode displays.

When the applied electrode potential is sufficiently high to
drive both oxidative gelation and metal-ion-mediated gelation,
we observe interesting electrode-dependent gelation behav-
ior.20 For Ni electrodes, the gelation is dominated by an
oxidative gelation mechanism. We attribute this to the
inhibition of metal-mediated electrogelation by disulfide, a
byproduct of oxidative electrogelation that binds to the Ni
electrode surface and terminates metal ion release. However,
for reasons that are not clear to us, disulfide binding to Co, Ag,
and Zn does not seem to be a problem, and metal-mediated
gelation dominates, regardless of applied potential.

■ NO2 GAS SENSING
As alluded to earlier, we are interested in developing metal
chalcogenide QD gels prepared by oxidative gelation as high-
performance semiconductor gas sensors.1,3,19 These gels are an
ideal platform for gas sensors for the following reasons: (1) the
mesoporous architecture of QD gels enables efficient gas
exchange throughout the gel network, facilitating interactions
between the gas analyte and the QD surfaces and, thus, rapid
response and recovery;27 (2) the interconnected structure of the
QDs provides facile charge transport for signal transduction;
(3) the small crystallite size of QD building blocks within the
gel network enables signal transduction because the gas
sensitivity increases steeply as the crystallite size decreases to
≤2L, where L is the depth of the space-charge layer (e.g., ∼60
nm for CdS); and (4) the structural properties of QD gels can
be conveniently tuned by leveraging the existing chemical
toolbox for metal chalcogenide nanocrystal syntheses (e.g.,
cation exchange, anion exchange, and ligand exchange).28−32

In contrast, gas sensors that directly use colloidal QDs do not
show satisfying performance because the surface ligands of the
QDs block adsorption sites and inhibit the electron transport
between QDs.

We fabricated CdS gel sensors by one-step electrogelation of
CdS QDs on a sensor substrate patterned with interdigitated
electrodes (Figure 4a).1 The CdS gel exhibits exceptional
response toward NO2 with a limit of detection of 11 ppb
(Figure 4b), a short response/recovery time (tres/trec) of <30 s
(Figure 4c), a small variation in response of ∼7% during 400
NO2 exposure/removal cycles, and a superior selectivity
toward NO2. The theoretical calculation shows that NO2
binds to the Cd sites, causing a significant charge transfer
from CdS to NO2 compared with other gases (Figure 4d,e).
Our one-step electrogelation approach not only simplifies the
sensor production procedure but also significantly enhances
the reproducibility among devices so that 10 independently
fabricated gel sensors exhibited a notably low device-to-device
variation of <5% (Figure 4f).

However, one limitation of the CdS QD gel sensor is its
relatively low response (∼0.01% per ppb NO2 in Figure 4c).
Analysis of NO2 gas sensors in the literature revealed a trade-
off between sensor response and recovery time because a low
sensor response is often correlated with weak adsorption of gas
analytes on the sensor surface, facilitating desorption and
sensor recovery.3 To overcome this limitation, the positive
correlation between charge transfer and adsorption energy
must be broken.

We found that Cd ions in CdSe QD gels prepared by
oxidative gelation could be partially or fully exchanged by Pb2+
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by immersing the gel in a Pb2+-containing water/methanol
mixture solution (Figure 4g). The gel color gradually changed
from the reddish color of CdSe QDs to the black color of PbSe
QDs as the extent of cation exchange increased. The
distribution of Pb in the PbxCd1−xSe gel (x varies from 0%
to 100%) evolved as a function of the Pb2+ content in the gel.
When x was <17%, Pb was atomically dispersed on the gel
surface (Figure 4h).3 The presence of single-ion Pb2+ on the
PbxCd1−xSe QD gel is unexpected because the cation exchange
between wurtzite (hexagonal) CdSe QDs and Pb2+ typically
leads to phase-segregated Janus particles because the
thermodynamically stable structure of PbSe is rock salt
(cubic).24−26 We attribute the formation of single-ion
decorated QD gels to the unique structural properties of the
CdSe QD gel, and in particular, its Se-rich surface.1,6 The
bimetallic gel preserved the large specific surface area and high
porosity of the CdSe gel precursor, suggesting that the cation
exchange did not cause significant changes to its mesoporous
structure. From the NO2 gas sensing testing, we found that
replacing only 9% Cd in CdSe QD gel with Pb (i.e., the
Pb0.09Cd0.91Se QD gel) could achieve this goal, leading to the
best overall performance of an ultralow detection limit (3

ppb), high response (0.06%/ppb), and short tres (∼28 s) and
trec (∼60 s) (Figure 4i). The mechanistic study revealed that
the atomically dispersed Pb ionic sites in the Pb0.09Cd0.91Se
QD gel were responsible for the observed deviation from the
conventional correlation between charge transfer and adsorp-
tion energy. The Pb0.09Cd0.91Se gel sensor also exhibited
pronounced stability and selectivity, with a variation range of
only 10% after the 75 h stability test. A wireless portable NO2
sensor was fabricated using Pb0.09Cd0.91Se gel, and the signals
were in line with commercially available NO2 devices in real-
time (Figure 4j,k) but extended to lower detection levels
(below the 53 ppb U.S. air quality standard), showing great
commercial potential.

■ PHOTOCATALYTIC ORGANIC SYNTHESIS
Our investigation of QD gels for photocatalytic organic
synthesis was motivated by recent studies that demonstrated
unusual photocatalytic reactivities of metal chalcogenide QDs,
including potent reducing power, the ability to perform
multiple electron reductions, and unique regioselectivity and
diastereoselectivity (Figure 5a).33−36 As previously discussed,
QD gels retain the confinement characteristics of the QDs but

Figure 5. QD gels for photocatalytic organic synthesis. a, Schematic representation of the unique photocatalytic reactivities of colloidal metal
chalcogenide QDs reported in the literature. b, Debromination reaction conditions and the time-dependent yield during dehalogenation of methyl
4-bromobenzoate under no light with the gel (pink) and under blue light with no catalyst (black), TOPO/CdS and TGA/CdS QDs (orange and
cyan), and the QD gel (green). c, Normalized transient absorption spectra of the bleach recovery with and without the addition of NBu3 for CdS
gel and TOPO/CdS QDs in acetonitrile after 380 nm excitation. d, “Cyano dance” reaction and e, reductive ring-opening arylation catalyzed by
CdS QD gel. The inset on the lower left of panel e is the crystal structure of 2b. Reproduced with permission from ref 4. Copyright 2022 Royal
Society of Chemistry.
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lose most of the surface ligands during oxidative electro-
gelation, which should further improve catalytic performance.
We tested this hypothesis using dehalogenation and α-amine
arylation reactions as model reactions.4 The results show that
the CdS QD gel exhibited superior photocatalytic activity
relative to colloidal QDs (Figure 5b). The initial rate of
debromination by a CdS QD gel is 15 times faster than by
trioctylphosphine oxide-capped CdS QDs. Spectroscopic
results confirm that the high accessibility of surface sites to
substrates is responsible for the improved photocatalytic
performance of QD gels. Figure 5c shows that after adding
the co-reactant Bu3N, the transient absorption spectra for the
QD samples were essentially unchanged. However, the bleach
recovery for the CdS gel became slower, indicating that Bu3N
can bind to and thereby passivate surface trap sites on the gel
but not on QDs. The gel catalyst is relatively stable and easily
recyclable by centrifuging the reaction mixture. The recycled
catalyst exhibited similar activity as the fresh catalyst, giving a
yield of 70% for α-amino arylation reaction, comparable with
the yield of 82% using the fresh catalyst. More excitingly, we
discovered two unusual reactivities when developing the
substrate scope for the arylation reaction: the “cyano dance”
isomerization (Figure 5d) and the reductive ring-opening
arylation (Figure 5e). We suspect the “cyano dance”
isomerization is caused by the formation of aryl anions during
the electron transfer between the ester-bearing substrate and
the QDs or QD gel.37 We think the reductive ring-opening
arylation of tetrahydroisoquinolines (THIQ) may be due to
strong surface interactions between the QD gel and quaternary
ammonium intermediates. However, the detailed mechanisms
for the ester-group-enabled “cyano dance” and reductive ring-
opening arylation of THIQ are still under investigation.38−41

■ FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We see many exciting future directions for electrochemically
driven QD assembly in terms of materials design and
applications in sensing and photocatalysis. With respect to
the design of new metal chalcogenide gel frameworks, one
intriguing possibility is the formation of multicomponent QD
gels via potential-controlled electrochemical assembly. For
example, the gelation of CdSe QDs proceeds at 1.2 V vs Ag/
AgCl/sat. KCl reference electrode, but CdS gelation requires
1.5 V (Figure 3g,h). Intuitively, one might expect that a
mixture of CdS and CdSe QDs treated at a potential of 1.2 V
would produce gels with only CdSe, and for potentials of 1.5 V
and beyond, both CdS and CdSe would be incorporated, with
the extent of incorporation depending on the driving potential
and the relative concentration of the two components.
However, the process appears to be more complex. While we
can produce co-gels from mixtures of TGA-capped CdS and
CdSe QDs (see preliminary data in Figure 6), we are not yet
able to rationally modulate the compositional tuning.
Accordingly, one key question we seek to address within the
next few years is how to achieve kinetically controlled mixing
in multicomponent electrogels? We are also intrigued by the
role of the chalcogenide-rich surfaces of the QD gels in
mediating cation sorption and exchange pathways, as
exemplified by the discovery of Pb2+ single-ion sites on CdSe
gels partially exchanged with Pb cations, and will probe the
extent to which this is universal for other QD gel−cation
combinations.

With respect to applications, our results show that QD gels
are an efficient transducing platform for converting gas analyte

binding to an electrical sensing signal. However, our gas
analyte is currently limited to NO2. How can we modify the
QD gels to achieve targeted selectivity toward other gas
analytes? Likewise, photocatalytic reactions using QD gels have
so far generated many unusual and puzzling results because of
our limited understanding of the photodynamics of QD gels
and the complexity of the gel catalysts. Accordingly, we will
focus on probing the photochemistry of the QD gels,
establishing the “right” model reactions, and designing proper
control experiments to delineate the unique reactivities of QD
gels.
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